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A B S T R A C T

Orthorhombic Pb2Fe2Ge2O9 antiferromagnetic single crystals have been synthesized by a modified pseudo-flux technique and their magnetic, thermodynamic, and
magnetodielectric properties have been investigated. It has been found that, below the Neel temperature (45.2 K), iron moments are arranged in a canted anti-
ferromagnetic structure with a weak ferromagnetic moment parallel to the a axis. According to the specific heat measurement data, the TN value remains invariable
in applied magnetic fields of up to 50 kOe within the experimental accuracy. The magnetic entropy in the investigated crystals attains 2Rln(2S+1) right above TN,
which is indicative of a purely magnetic nature of the transition. It has been shown that the weak ferromagnetic moment is induced by the interplay between the
single-ion anisotropy and antisymmetric Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya exchange interaction, with the latter contribution being dominant. It has been established from the
angular dependences of the magnetization in three orthorhombic planes that the symmetries of the magnetic and crystal structure are identical. The magnetodi-
electric properties of the Pb2Fe2Ge2O9 single crystals have been studied at different mutual orientations of the electric and magnetic fields. The most prominent
anomalies have been observed in the vicinity of the spin-flop transition in a magnetic field applied along the c axis.

1. Introduction

The search for new multifunctional materials and study of their
physical properties are among the priority directions of modern solid-
state physics. In particular, materials with the interrelated charge and
spin degrees of freedom evoke a keen interest both as a basis for a new
generation of microelectronic devices and an experimental playground
for studying unexplored physical effects induced by the interplay of the
electrical, magnetic, and elastic properties of materials.

The magnetic materials in which 3d magnetic ions are combined
with the so-called stereochemical ions are considered to be promising
candidates for examining the multiferroic properties. Bright examples
of the stereochemical ions are Bi3+ and Pb2+, in which 6s2 valence
electrons are not involved in the formation of a chemical bond with
neighboring ions, but form the so-called isolated (lone) pairs of elec-
trons. The ions with unsaturated bonds are characterized by the high
polarizability and strongly tend to an extraordinary coordination, in
particular, to the formation of a polyhedron without an inversion
center, when stereochemical ions shift to one of polyhedral anions,
thereby forming a local dipole moment. Such a polarized state enhances

the structural instability and can lead to the formation of a collective
ferroelectric state [1,2]. In addition, the presence of dipoles causes
strong distortions of both their own polyhedra and neighboring octa-
hedra containing 3d ions. This mechanism ensures a direct coupling
between magnetic and charge degrees of freedom in these crystals.

It is well known that the multiferroic properties are highly sensitive
to the magnetic structure of a material. In particular, it was established
for the GdFe3(BO3)4 compound, the magnetoelectric properties of
which were studied first among the RFe3(BO3)4 family compounds with
a huntite structure, that the electric polarization only exists in a certain
magnetically ordered phase [3]. In addition, in our previous studies on
the PbMBO4 isomorphic crystals [4,5], we observed a noticeable mag-
netodielectric effect in the antiferromagnetically ordered PbFeBO4
compound, whereas in PbMnBO4 with the ferromagnetic ground state
this effect was almost absent.

Recently, Oh et al. [6] have shown that the Ni3TeO6 compound
exhibits a colossal magnetoelectric response at the spin-flop transition.
They proposed to use such a transition in hysteresis-free magneto-
electric switching by minor variations in an external electric/magnetic
field. In addition, anomalies of the magnetoelectric response were
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observed at the magnetic spin-flop transitions in the RMnO3 rare-earth
manganite crystals [7,8]. Another example is a family of Haldane spin-
chain R2BaNiO5 magnets with different rare-earth ions (R=Gd, Dy,
Ho, Tb, and Er). The correlation between the Neel temperature and
magnetodielectric response near the transition to the magnetoelectric
phase was reported in [9], where the single-ion anisotropy of a rare-
earth ion was shown to be responsible for the magnetodielectric effect
in these compounds. The correlation between the magnetoanisotropic
and magnetodielectric properties was found in the Cu3B2O6 compound
[10]. Magnetodielectric anomalies around the magnetic phase transi-
tions, both spontaneous and magnetic field-induced, were observed in
several magnets, including Co4Nb2O9 [11], Mn0.95Co0.05WO4 [12], and
SrNdFeO4 [13]. Thus, the magnetodielectric properties of these mate-
rials can be used to study magnetic phase diagrams [14].

Petrakovskii et al. synthesized first orthorhombic Pb2Fe2Ge2O9 an-
tiferromagnetic single crystals with a weak ferromagnetic moment
[15]. This compound contains the stereochemical Pb2+ ion and there-
fore is interesting for studying the magnetodielectric properties. Fur-
thermore, the magnetization measurements of this crystal showed that
an external magnetic field applied along the c axis induces the spin-flop
transition, so it would be interesting to investigate the magnetodi-
electric response in the vicinity of this transition.

In this work, we report on the thorough investigations of the mag-
netic, thermodynamic, and magnetodielectric properties of the
Pb2Fe2Ge2O9 single crystals. We demonstrate that the weak ferromag-
netic moment originates from the combination of the single-ion aniso-
tropy and Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya exchange interaction and quantita-
tively estimate their contributions. We refined the magnetic anisotropy
of the crystal and established significant magnetodielectric anomalies
near the spin-flop transition at certain mutual orientations of the
electric and magnetic fields.

2. Experimental

The Pb2Fe2Ge2O9 single crystals were grown using a pseudo-flux
technique modification of the spontaneous crystallization method. To
avoid foreign contaminations that could come from a flux material,
only classical solvents contained in the chemical composition of the
synthesized crystal were used. Single crystals of two types were in-
vestigated: type-A single crystals were grown using the procedure de-
scribed in [15] and type-B single crystals were also grown in the
PbO–Ge2O3 solvent, but with a higher eutectic point (768 °C). The ratio
between the basic composition and the solvent was 1:2. The type-B
single crystals appeared to be more voluminous and had an ab-plane
cross-section approximately twice as much as that of the type-A crystals
and additional (1 0 0) and (0 1 0) faces perpendicular to the a and b
axis, respectively. The temperature regime for growing the type-B
crystals differed from the regime used for the type-A crystals by a
higher temperature of expose (1070 °C); all the rest parameters of the
two regimes were the same. The single crystals of both types were
mechanically withdrawn from a crucible, without using nitric acid so-
lutions. X-ray diffraction analysis showed that the crystals of both types
have the identical crystal structure parameters consistent with the
parameters reported in [15].

The magnetization of the Pb2Fe2Ge2O9 single crystals was measured
at the Kirensky Institute of Physics (Krasnoyarsk) using a conventional
vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) with a superconducting solenoid
operating in the temperature range of 4.2–300 K and magnetic fields up
to 70 kOe [16]. Angular dependences of the magnetization were ob-
tained using a Quantum Design MPMS-3 Magnetic Property Measure-
ment System with a horizontal rotation option. To measure specific heat
in the temperature range of 2–300 K and magnetic fields up to 50 kOe, a
Quantum Design PPMS-9 Physical Property Measurement System was
used.

To study the magnetodielectric effect, two parallel faces perpendi-
cular to the a or c axis were prepared. The faces were coated by EPO-

TEK H20E electrically conductive epoxy-based glue. The samples pre-
pared in this manner represented capacitors, which made it possible to
apply an electric field parallel to the a or c axis. An experimental setup
for studying the magnetodielectric effect was placed into a VSM cryo-
stat [16]. The electric capacitance was measured as a function of
temperature and magnetic field with an Agilent E4980A LCR meter
using a four-wire circuit at a frequency of 100 kHz.

3. Results and discussion

The magnetic properties of the type-A Pb2Fe2Ge2O9 single crystals
were thoroughly investigated in [15]. Recently, we have reanalyzed the
data obtained and assumed that, during the magnetization measure-
ments, the a and b axes were confused. We performed the magnetic
measurements on the carefully oriented type-B single crystals and
confirmed our assumption. In particular, we found that, in contrast to
the data from [15], the weak ferromagnetic moment is directed along
the a, rather than b, axis. Fig. 1 shows the temperature dependence of
the magnetization measured along the a axis in a magnetic field of
1 kOe. This dependence is typical of the materials with a spontaneous
magnetic moment. Both the low-temperature magnetization and Néel
temperature values are consistent with the data reported in [15].

Fig. 2 shows field dependences of the magnetization measured at
T=4.2 K along the three orthorhombic axes. They also confirm that a
magnetic structure of the crystal can be represented as follows: spins
are antiferromagnetically ordered along the c axis with a weak canting

Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of the magnetization for the type-B
Pb2Fe2Ge2O9 crystal in a magnetic field of H=1 kOe applied along the a axis.

Fig. 2. Field dependences of the magnetization for the type-B Pb2Fe2Ge2O9
single crystal measured at T=4.2 K along the a, b and c axes.
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in the direction of the a axis, so that the weak ferromagnetic moment is
parallel to the [1 0 0] direction. The field dependence of the magneti-
zation can be expressed as [17–19]

= + = +M M H H H( )a Da Da (1)
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Here MDa is the spontaneous weak ferromagnetic moment along the a
axis, χ⊥=(4.33 ± 0.005)·10−5 cm3/g, HDa is the Dzyaloshinskii ef-
fective field, and HE is the exchange field. Using the experimental data
on MDa=0.99 emu/g obtained at T=4.2 K (see Fig. 2), we obtained a
value of HDa=22.5 kOe, which is similar to a value of 21 kOe from
[15]; in the calculation, a value of HE=780 kOe obtained from χ⊥ and
a theoretical value of a sublattice magnetization = =M gµ S G230B
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were used, here g≈2.02 [15], M=815.26 g/mol is molar mass, n and
Z are a number of Fe3+ ions in the unit cell belonging to the one sub-
lattice and a number of molecules in the unit cell, respectively.

In a magnetic field applied along the b axis, the magnetization in-
creases linearly up to 60 kOe; however, we observed a sharp spin-flop
transition in a magnetic field applied along the c axis. The critical field
Hsf=39 kOe of the spin-flop transition is noticeably weaker than a field
of ∼47 kOe reported for the type-A crystals in [15]. The weak hyster-
esis observed in the spin-flop vicinity with the hysteresis width of about
200 Oe exceeding an experimental error indicates that this transition is
most likely first-order.

The critical field of the spin-flop transition is determined as a geo-
metric mean of the effective anisotropy and exchange coupling fields
[17]. Since the Néel temperature, which is mainly determined by the
exchange coupling, is the same (or only slightly different) in the type-A
and B crystals, the main contribution to the difference between the
critical fields results from the effective field of the magnetic anisotropy.
We may assumed that the type-A crystals exhibit the stronger magnetic
anisotropy due to the additional contribution of the induced anisotropy,
which could be guided by defects, strains, Fe2+ impurities, etc. occur-
ring during the synthesis.

Above the spin-flop transition, the field dependence of the magne-
tization is described by an expression similar to (1), but with a different
value of spontaneous weak ferromagnetic moment MDc (see Fig. 2),
which exceeds MDa by a factor of approximately 1.8. This value cor-
responds to a Dzyaloshinskii field of HDc=39.8 kOe at T=4.2 K. As
was shown in [19], the difference between the spontaneous moments
measured along different orthorhombic axes is caused by the different
ratios between the contributions of two mechanisms to the corre-
sponding Dzyaloshinskii field, specifically, Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya in-
teraction and single-ion anisotropy:

= + =H D D H D D;Dc DM SI Da DM SI (2)

Using Eq. (2), one can determine the corresponding contributions at
T=4.2 K: DDM=31.2 kOe and DSI=9.6 kOe. Note that the Dzya-
loshinskii–Moria contribution dominates.

Angular dependences of the magnetization were measured on the
type-A single crystal at T=2K in the (1 0 0), (0 1 0), and (0 0 1) planes
in different magnetic fields (Fig. 3a–c). The angular dependences in the
ab plane (Fig. 3a) can be divided into three groups according to the
external magnetic field value: weak fields (H=100Oe), medium fields
(H=500 Oe and H=5 kOe), and strong fields (H > 5 kOe).

In a weak magnetic field (100 Oe, Fig. 3a), the magnetization
measured in the ab plane takes both positive and negative values and
obeys the simple cosine dependence M ∝−cosθ. To explain such a
behavior, let us consider a simple qualitative model, taking into account
that, in this plane, the magnetization with an arbitrary magnetic field
orientation is a sum of components Ma and Mb and the dependence of
Ma on the field projection onto the a axis is determined by the hys-
teresis loop (see a schematic in Fig. 4). We assume that, in a weak field,
the magnetization Mb measured along the b axis and determined by the

susceptibility χ⊥ is significantly weaker than the component Ma. Then,
we may assume that, in weak fields, we have Mb=0 and the measured
magnetization is only determined by the Ma projection onto the field
direction: M ∝ Ma⋅cosθ, where θ is the angle between the field direction
and a axis. In addition, we assume the external magnetic field

Fig. 3. Angular dependences of the magnetization measured at T=2K in the
ab-plane (a), ac-plane (b) and bc-plane (c) in various magnetic fields.
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H=100Oe to be weaker than the coercivity Hc. Upon rotation of the
field H relative to the sample, as is shown schematically in the co-
ordinates (Ha, Hb) by a small circumference at the center of the loop, the
field projection onto the a axis changes from +100 to −100 Oe be-
tween points 1 and 2. If the initial state of magnetization Ma corre-
sponds to the negative branch of the loop, then Ma changes between
points 1′ and 2′, respectively, and remains in the negative branch of the
hysteresis loop over the entire field rotation period. Therefore, when
the field is parallel to the positive direction of the a axis corresponding
to θ=0, the external field and magnetization Ma are antiparallel and
the measured magnetization is M=−Ma. In the angular dependence
shown in Fig. 3a, this value corresponds to point A. When the field is
oriented along the b axis, the angle is θ=π/2 and the magnetization in
this direction is M=0 (point B in the angular dependence). Finally,
point C corresponds to the field orientation parallel to the magnetiza-
tion Ma: M=+Ma. In addition, note that in the forward and reverse
field rotation directions, there is a visible hysteresis in the angular
dependence of the magnetization in a field of 100 Oe.

The angular dependence of the magnetization measured in a field of
500 Oe (Fig. 3a) between −170° and −56° is similar to that measured
in a field of 100 Oe and the magnetization is proportional to −cosθ.
However, a sharp transition occurs at θc=−56° and the angular de-
pendence of the magnetization changes from M ∝−cosθ to M ∝+cosθ.
We explain this transition, assuming an external field of 500 Oe to be
stronger than the coercivity Hc. A schematic of the field rotation tra-
jectory is shown in Fig. 4 by a large dashed circumference. Let us as-
sume that the initial state of magnetization Ma corresponds to the ne-
gative branch of the hysteresis loop. Then, in the range of orientations
from point 3 to point 4 along the arrow, the angular dependence of the
magnetization coincides with the dependence measured in a field of
100 Oe. At point 4, the field projection onto the a axis becomes equal to
the coercivity, |Ha|=Hc, and the magnetization Ma abruptly jumps to
the positive branch of the hysteresis loop. Upon further rotation of the
sample, the angular dependence of the magnetization corresponds to
+cosθ unless it reaches the next critical point at θc= θc+ π. We es-
timated the coercivity under the assumption H⋅cosθc=Hc and obtained
a value of Hc=290Oe. This estimated coercivity is similar to a value of
300–400 Oe from [15]. Similar jumps were also observed during the
measurements in a field of 5 kOe, but in this field the magnetization Mb

becomes significant and its contribution leads to strong distortions of
the hysteresis loop and a significant overestimation of the coercivity. In
the stronger fields, the jumps between the upper and lower branches of
the hysteresis loop occur directly when the magnetic field passes
through the b axis direction and the projection of field Ha changes its
sign.

The angular dependences of the magnetization measured in the ac
plane in different magnetic fields are shown in Fig. 3b. As in the pre-
vious case, when a magnetic field of 100 Oe is weaker than the coer-
civity, the contribution of component Mc can be ignored and the an-
gular dependence is described well by the function Ma⋅cosθ shown in
the figure by a red solid line. In stronger fields (10 and 30 kOe), the
angular dependences are described by the function |cosθ| shifted along
the y axis by the value of magnetization Mc along the c axis, which is
determined by the parallel magnetic susceptibility χ||.

The angular dependences measured in magnetic fields of 50–70 kOe
above the critical spin-flop transition field evoke special interest. In this
case, when the field orientations are close to the c axis, the angular
dependences reveal a sharp increase in the magnetization due to the
transition to the spin-flop state.

The similar angular dependences with anomalies caused by the spin-
flop transition were obtained in a magnetic field rotated in the bc plane
(Fig. 3c). During the measurements of the angular dependence in the bc
plane, a minor (approximately 2°) sample misorientation leads to the
occurrence of a small contribution of the magnetization Ma, which can
be observed during the measurements in relatively weak fields. As a
result, a weak alternating angular dependence ∼Mcosθ was observed in
a field of 100 Oe. In addition, the angular dependence obtained in a
field of 10 kOe contains a singularity at θ=–73°, which is character-
istic of a jump of magnetization Ma between the positive and negative
branches of the hysteresis loop.

We would like to emphasize that all the angular dependences of the
magnetization unambiguously show that the principal magnetic ani-
sotropy directions in the Pb2Fe2Ge2O9 single crystal coincide with the
orthorhombic crystallographic axes. We observed the different behavior
in the Pb2Fe2Ge2O9 crystal with partial substitution of manganese ions
for iron; the results obtained will be published elsewhere.

Fig. 5 presents temperature dependences of the specific heat of the
type-A Pb2Fe2Ge2O9 single crystal measured in fields of 0, 10, and
47 kOe applied parallel to the orthorhombic c axis. Near the magnetic
transition, one can see a typical λ-like anomaly and the Néel tem-
perature was found to be TN=(45.2 ± 0.5) K. Near the transition, the
heat capacity is independent of the magnetic field within the experi-
mental accuracy.

At a temperature of about 30 K, a specific heat anomaly is observed
in a magnetic field of 47 kOe, which was not found during the mea-
surements in different fields and without field. In the right-hand inset in
Fig. 5, this portion of the temperature dependence is shown in an

Fig. 4. Schematic of the field dependence of the magnetization measured along
the a axis.

Fig. 5. Temperature dependences of the specific heat of Pb2Fe2Ge2O9 in dif-
ferent magnetic fields. Points show the experiment and a solid line, the lattice
contribution. Left-hand inset: dependence of the specific heat in zero field in the
extended temperature range. Right-hand inset: fragment of the dependence
obtained in a magnetic field of 47 kOe, H||c.
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enlarged scale. This anomaly is apparently caused by the transition to
the spin-flop state, since the transition temperature coincides with the
magnetic phase diagram data for this single crystal from [15].

To estimate the lattice contribution, the temperature dependence of
the specific heat in zero magnetic field in the range of 60–300 K was
fitted by a sum of the Debye and Einstein contributions. The calculated
curve with parameters of θD=271 K and θE=775 K is shown by a red
solid line on the main panel and in the left-hand inset in Fig. 5. Sub-
tracting this contribution from the experimental dependence, we arrive
at the temperature dependence of the magnetic contribution to the
specific heat shown in Fig. 6a. Upon cooling, the magnetic contribution
arises at T≈70 K and sharply increases at approaching TN.

Having estimated the magnetic contribution to the specific heat, we
calculated the magnetic entropy related to the phase transition. The
temperature dependence is shown in Fig. 6b. Upon heating to the Néel
temperature, the magnetic contribution to the entropy attains a value
determined as ΔSmag=2Rln(2S+1)=36.54mJ/g⋅K, which is in-
dicative of a purely magnetic nature of the transition.

To study the magnetodielectric effect, two type-B samples in the
form of plane-parallel plates were prepared so that the electric field
could be applied along the a and c axes. It is worth noting that the
initial single crystals were fairly small and we could not prepare sam-
ples in a form corresponding to a flat capacitor model. Therefore, the
measurement data are given in relative units of the capacitance Cd ra-
ther than permittivity.

Fig. 7 shows the temperature dependence of the relative change in
the capacitance of a capacitor with the Pb2Fe2Ge2O9 single crystal. The
change in the capacitance was normalized to its maximum value. It can
be seen that the temperature dependence of C C/d d

max changes its slope
near the Néel temperature.

The field dependences of the magnetodielectric effect measured at
T=4.2 K and different mutual orientations of the electric and magnetic
fields are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Fig. 8 presents the dependences ob-
tained in a magnetic field applied in the ab plane. In these geometries,
we found a small magnetodielectric response only when both the
electric and magnetic fields are parallel to the a axis, whereas for all the

other possible combinations of the magnetic and electric field direc-
tions, the dielectric response was almost independent of the magnetic
field.

Fig. 6. Temperature dependences of the magnetic contributions to (a) the
specific heat and (b) entropy for the Pb2Fe2Ge2O9 crystal.

Fig. 7. Temperature dependence of the relative change in the capacitance of a
capacitor with the Pb2Fe2Ge2O9 single crystal. The electric field is E||c.

Fig. 8. Magnetic field dependences of the magnetodielectric response for the
Pb2Fe2Ge2O9 single crystals. The magnetic field lies in the ab plane.

Fig. 9. Magnetic field dependences of the magnetodielectric response of the
Pb2Fe2Ge2O9 single crystals. The magnetic field is H||c (the spin-flop critical
field is shown by a dashed line).
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The more pronounced magnetodielectric effect was observed in a
magnetic field applied along the c axis. In this case, we found the most
prominent anomalies of the magnetodielectric response for both elec-
tric field orientations, E||a and E||c (Fig. 9). Taking into account that
these anomalies are observed in the vicinity of the spin-flop transition,
we attributed them to the magnetic structure transformation during the
transition. The form of the anomaly depends on the electric field or-
ientation: at E||a, the capacitance is independent of the magnetic field
in the range of H < Hsf; then, it changes abruptly at the transition and
has a plateau above Hsf. At E||c, the capacitance continuously decreases
with increasing field at H < Hsf, abruptly returning to the initial level
during the transition, and also remains almost constant above Hsf. Si-
milar results were obtained for the type-A crystals.

4. Discussion. Origin of the magnetodielectric response

The results obtained in this work do not allow us to unambiguously
establish the origin of the magnetodielectric response. In our experi-
ments, we studied the capacitance Cd ∝ ε/l (l is the distance between the
conductors and ε is the permittivity of the material) of a flat capacitor-
like device with Pb2Fe2Ge2O9 as a dielectric medium. Therefore, one of
possible explanations for this effect is the magnetostriction field-in-
duced change in the sample size. If we base on the strongest effect

C C/d d
max =0.3% found in the experiment configuration E||a−H||c

and assume this capacitance change to be determined exclusively by an
increase in the distance between the capacitor plates due to the mag-
netostriction with constant ε, we obtain the estimated magnetostriction
constant λ∼3⋅10−3. However, such a magnetostriction value is quite
doubtful for a compound with Fe3+ ions having very small orbital
moment. The magnetostriction constant in such materials is usually
lower by two–three orders of magnitude. For example, in the
YFe3(BO3)4 antiferromagnet with a Néel temperature of TN=38 K si-
milar to that of Pb2Fe2Ge2O9, the magnetostriction is λ=2⋅10−6 at
T=4.2 K [20]. In the antiferromagnetic hematite α-Fe2O3, the max-
imum magnetostriction constants are no higher than λ=1.4⋅10−5

[21]. If we assume, in addition, that, due to the magnetostriction, the
permittivity ε changes as a result of a decrease in the dipole con-
centration, i. e., ε∼1/l, then it requires a magnetostriction of
λ∼1.5⋅10−3, which also exceeds by far all reasonable expectations. A
similar assumption was made concerning the magnetostriction nature
of the magnetodielectric effect in the SrNdFeO4 antiferromagnet with
Nd ions characterized by a strong spin-orbit coupling [13]; however,
even in such a compound, it was mentioned that too high magnetos-
triction is required to ensure the experimental ratio

C C/d d
max ∼0.9⋅10−3.

Another possible scenario suggests the variation in the permittivity ε
during the spin-flop transition. Adem et al. [22] showed that the strong
magnetodielectric response of TbFe3(BO3)4 in the vicinity of the me-
tamagnetic transition cannot be explained by the magnetostriction ef-
fect and should be attributed to the coupling of magnetic excitations
with transverse optical phonon modes and distortions of FeO6 octa-
hedra above the metamagnetic transition. Another example of a ma-
terial with the pronounced magnon-phonon coupling is PbFeBO4,
where the anomalous temperature evolution of several phonon modes
was observed near the TN [23]. However, to accept one of these sce-
narios, it would be useful to measure the magnetostriction effect or
high-resolution X-ray diffraction above the spin-flop state. Further-
more, inelastic neutron scattering or Raman-scattering spectroscopy
data on the field dependence of optical phonons below and above spin-
flop the transition could give an insight to the extraordinary magne-
todielectric properties of the Pb2Fe2Ge2O9 single crystals.

5. Conclusions

Using the modified pseudo-flux technique, the Pb2Fe2Ge2O9 or-
thorhombic antiferromagnet single crystals with a weak ferromagnetic

moment were synthesized. The static magnetic properties of the crystals
were thoroughly investigated and the dependence of the critical field of
the spin-flop transition on the synthesis conditions was found. The
weak ferromagnetic properties of the crystal were investigated for the
magnetizations along both the orthorhombic a and c axis in the spin-
flop state. It was concluded from the difference between the
Dzyaloshinskii fields for these two directions that the weak ferro-
magnetism of this crystal results from the interplay between the single-
ion anisotropy and antisymmetric Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya exchange
coupling with the latter contribution being dominant.

An analysis of the angular dependences of magnetization showed
that, in the magnetic fields weaker than the coercivity, the spontaneous
moment is frozen in one of the hysteresis loop branches over the entire
field rotation period. As a result, the angular dependence is alternating
and described well by the function ∼Macosθ. In strong magnetic fields
rotating in the ac and bc planes, spin-flop transition anomalies were
observed in the angular dependences. All the angular dependences of
the magnetization showed that the symmetries of the magnetic and
crystal structures of Pb2Fe2Ge2O9 are identical.

The thermodynamic properties of the Pb2Fe2Ge2O9 crystals were
studied and the Néel temperature TN=45.2 K independent of the
magnetic field was determined from the temperature dependence of the
heat capacity. The temperature dependences of the magnetic con-
tributions to the specific heat and entropy were built. The magnetic
entropy attains 2Rln(2S+1) right above TN, which is indicative of a
purely magnetic nature of the transition. In a magnetic field of 47 kOe
applied along the orthorhombic c axis, an anomaly caused by the spin-
flop transition was observed in the temperature dependence of the
specific heat.

The magnetodielectric properties of the Pb2Fe2Ge2O9 compound
were examined at different mutual orientations of the electric and
magnetic fields and the most prominent anomalies were found at H||c
in the vicinity of the spin-flop transition. The estimation showed that
the attempts to explain the magnetodielectric effect by the magnetos-
trictive change in the sample geometry yield the magnetostriction
constants two–three orders of magnitude larger than reasonable values.
Another possible explanation of the effect can be based on the per-
mittivity variation at the spin-flop transition due to the magnon-phonon
coupling.
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